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Breakthrough News

• Biological Experiment Reveals the Key to Life
• New Breakthrough in Mind Control
• California Scientist Discovers How to Postpone Death
• 重磅，中国科学家发现电荷并不存在，将改写教科书
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Breakthrough News

• The breakthrough headlines in the media obscure an
understanding of psychology and other sciences in many
ways. One particular misunderstand-ing that arises from
breakthrough headlines is the implication that all
problems in science are solved when a single, crucial
experiment completely decides the issue, or that
theoretical advance is the result of a single critical insight
that overturns all previous knowledge.

• In this chapter, we will discuss two principles of science—
the connectivity principle and the principle of converging
evidence—that describe scientific progress much more
accurately than the breakthrough model.
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The Einstein Syndrome
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Principle of connectivity

• Principle of connectivity (关联性原则): A new theory in
science must make contact with previously established
empirical facts.

• To be considered an advance, it must not only explain new
facts but also account for old ones.

• The theory may explain old facts in a way quite different
from that of a previous theory, but explain them it must.

• This requirement ensures the cumulative progress of
science.

• If a new theory accounts for some new facts but fails to
account for a host of old ones, it will not be considered an
advance over the old theories and, thus, will not
immediately replace them.
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Principle of connectivity

• Thus, even Einstein’s theories, some of the most
startlingly new and fundamental reconceptualizations in
the history of science, maintain the principle of
connectivity.
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A Consumer’s Rule: Beware of Violations of
Connectivity



Two Strategies Pseudoscientists Used to Dispose of Con-
nectivity

• One strategy that we have already discussed is to explain
the previous data by making the theory unfalsifiable and,
hence, useless.

• The second strategy is to dismiss previous data by
declaring them irrelevant.
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Beware of Violations of Connectivity

• New conception of reality and radical new departure.
• The old, irrelevant data are gone, and the new, relevant
data do not exist.

• It is likewise with psychology. A new theory that denied
the existence of classical and operant conditioning would
never develop in psychology because it would not connect
with what else is known in behavioral science.
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Beware of Violations of Connectivity
陈诚（相对论错误，光速不变错误）
丁明山（链条排压式永磁动力机，永动机，浮力永动
机）
方徽宁（动力车，永动机）
蒋春暄（费马大定律证明，ISO数论,哥德巴赫猜想，
黎曼假设证明)
雒茂泉（第十定律，相对论错误）
何旭（经络生物场理论）
黄小宁（证明实数轴有最大、最小点）
黄新卫（杠杆问题，相对论错误）
黄伯成（空中索道，永动机）
贾洞（电磁力除以地球周长平方等于万有引力）
季灏（上海东方电磁波研究所创始人，狭义相对论错
误，季灏实验）
刘坤（昆明市富民县永定镇，费马大定律证明）
刘武青（磁差电池，运动使质量减小，场电源）
黎鸣（以哲学证明四色定理，创立“人学”）
雷绍武（宇宙的起源及地球自转的原因）
李秉泉（为牛顿理学翻案，相对论错误）
李三清（相对论错误，洛仑兹变换错误，绝对时空观
点）

李勇森（物稀空密自然观，相对论错误）
李陆四（地震由地幔中的热核聚变引起，热核说，氢
前时代/氢后时代，相对论错误）
李云峰（相对论错误，光速不变原理错误）
李子丰（相对论错误，洛仑兹变换无价值，回到牛顿
时空观）
李雨融（能量守恒定律错误）
李 X和（科学大一统理论，和氏预测地震方法）
楼泳民（二十一世纪最大的地理发现，论中国南方的
红土之起源)
刘功勤（重力推进自行车，重力能，永动机）
孟庆勇（相对论错误，质疑尺缩钟慢效应）
骆建祖（光速并非极限）
彭大泽（万有斥力理论）
彭健桉（负离子舱和负离子电吹风，长生不老）
吴水清（相对论错误）
王存臻（全息书画，震惊宇宙的大统一理论）
王红旗（宇宙心脏磁力线模型，宇宙起源，智因设计
进化论）
王衡（静态坐标系，场作用线位移理论）

–《像凡伟这样“将改写教科书”的人,中国民间至少有 1000
个》
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Beware of Violations of Connectivity

• Imagine two treatments have been developed to remediate
the problems of children with extreme reading difficulties.

• No direct empirical tests of efficacy have been carried out
using either treatment.

• The first, Treatment A, is a training program to facilitate
the awareness of the segmental nature of language at the
phonological level.

• The second, Treatment B, involves giving children training
in vestibular sensitivity by having them walk on balance
beams while blindfolded.
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The “Great-Leap” Model Versus the
Gradual-Synthesis Model



The Great-Leap Model Versus the Gradual-Synthesis
Model

• The tendency to view the Einsteinian revolution as typical
of what science is tempts us to think that all scientific
advances occur in giant leaps.

• The problem is that people tend to generalize such
examples into a view of the way all scientific progress
should take place.

• In fact, many areas in science have advanced not by single,
sudden breakthroughs but by series of fits and starts that
are less easy to characterize.
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The Great-Leap Model Versus the Gradual-Synthesis
Model

• There is a degree of fuzziness in the scientific endeavor
that most of the public is unaware of.

• Experiments rarely completely decide a given issue,
supporting one theory and ruling out all others. New
theories are rarely clearly superior to all previously existing
competing conceptualizations.

• Issues are most often decided not by a critical experiment,
as movies about science imply, but when the community of
scientists gradually begins to agree that the preponderance
of evidence supports one alternative theory rather than
another.
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The Great-Leap Model Versus the Gradual-Synthesis
Model

• Science rejects claims of special knowledge available to
only a few select individuals.

• Scientists are not dependent on the ideas of a single person, but
on the combined wisdom of thousands.
– Ernest Rutherford, discoverer of the atom’s nucleus
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The Great-Leap Model Versus the Gradual-Synthesis
Model

• No experiment in science is perfectly designed.
• There is a degree of ambiguity in the interpretation of the
data from any one experiment.

• Scientists often evaluate theories not by waiting for the
ideal or crucial experiment to appear, but by assessing the
overall trends in a large number of experiments—each
with different limitations.
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• Second, many sciences have progressed even though they
are without an Einstein.
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Converging Evidence: Progress Despite Flaws

• The principle of converging: A series of experiments
consistently supports a given theory while collectively
eliminating the most important competing explanations.

• We will explore two ways of expressing the principle, one
in terms of experiments with limitations and the other in
terms of theory testing.
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Converging Evidence: Experiments with limitations

• For example, suppose the findings from a number of
different experiments were largely consistent in supporting
a particular conclusion.

• Given the imperfect nature of experiments, we would go
on to evaluate the extent and nature of the limitations in
these studies.
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Converging Evidence: Experiments with limitations

• If all the experiments were limited in a similar way, this
circumstance would undermine confidence in the
conclusions drawn from them because the consistency of
the outcome may simply have resulted from a particular
flaw that all the experiments shared.

• On the other hand, if all the experiments were limited in
different ways, our confidence in the conclusions would be
increased because it is less likely that the consistency in the
results was due to a contaminating factor that confounded
all the experiments.
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Converging Evidence: Experiments with limitations

• Different methods are likely to involve different assumptions.
When a conceptual hypothesis survives many potential
falsifications based on different sets of assumptions, we have a
robust effect

• Each experiment helps to correct errors in the design of
other experiments, and when evidence from a wide range
of experiments points in a similar direction, then the
evidence has converged.

• A reasonably strong conclusion is justified even though no
one experiment was perfectly designed.
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Converging Evidence: Experiments with limitations

• Thus, the principle of converging evidence urges us to base
conclusions on data that arise from a number of slightly
different experimental sources.

• The principle allows us to draw stronger conclusions
because consistency that has been demonstrated in such a
context is less likely to have arisen from the peculiarities of
a single type of experimental procedure.
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Converging Evidence: Theory testing

• The principle of converging evidence can also be stated in
terms of theory testing.

• Research is highly convergent when a series of
experiments consistently supports a given theory while
collectively eliminating the most important competing
theory.

• Although no single experiment can rule out all alternative
explanations, taken collectively a series of partially
diagnostic experiments can lead, if the data patterns line
up in a certain way, to a strong conclusion.
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Converging Evidence: Theory testing

Theory A Theory B Theory C Theory D Theory E

Experiment 1 refuted refuted supported untested untested
Experiment 2 untested untested supported refuted refuted

Conclusion refuted refuted supported refuted refuted

Theory A Theory B Theory C Theory D Theory E

Experiment 1 untested refuted supported untested refuted
Experiment 2 untested untested supported untested refuted

Conclusion untested refuted supported untested refuted
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Converging Evidence in Psychology

• The best way to see the power of the principle of
converging evidence is to examine some areas in
psychology where conclusions have been reached by an
application of the principle.

• A research problem that illustrates the importance of the
principle of con- verging evidence is the question of
whether exposure to violent television programming
increases children’s tendencies toward aggressive behavior.
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Converging Evidence in Psychology: Field experiment

• For example, a field experiment was used to test the
so-called broken windows theory of crime incidence.

• The theory posits that seemingly incidental indicators of
social disorder (broken windows, graffiti, etc.) can actually
increase crime by sending signals that transgressions are
the norm in a particular area.
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Converging Evidence in Psychology

• Actually it is appropriate to discuss here a medical
problem like the causes of lung cancer.

• Most issues in medical diagnosis and treatment are
decided by an amalgamation of converging evidence from
many different types of investigations.

• For example, medical science is confident of a conclusion
when the results of epidemiological studies (field studies of
humans in which disease incidence is correlated with many
environmental and demographic factors), highly controlled
laboratory studies using animals, and clinical trials with
human patients all converge.
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Scientific Consensus

• To put things in the form of a simple rule, when
evaluating empirical evidence in the field of psychology,
think in terms of scientific consensus rather than
breakthrough—in terms of gradual synthesis rather than
great leap.
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Methods and the Convergence Principle

• The convergence principle also implies that we should
expect many different methods to be used in all
psychological research areas.

• A relative balance among the methodologies used to arrive
at a given conclusion is desirable because the various
classes of research techniques have different strengths and
weaknesses.

• Example: Bystander phenomenon, Laboratory and
non-laboratory results
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The Progression to More Powerful Methods

• Research on a particular problem often proceeds from
weaker methods to ones that allow more powerful
conclusions to be drawn.

• case, correlation, experiment.
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A Counsel Against Despair

• One final implication of the convergence principle is that
we should not despair when the initial results of studies on
a problem appear to be contradictory.

• The process of evidence amalgamation in science is like a
projector slowly bringing an unknown slide into focus.
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